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SUPPORTING COLLABORATIVE TAILORING
Issues and approaches

ABSTRACT
In this chapter we depict collaborative aspects of tailoring software. We provide
a categorization distinguishing between three levels of intensity of user ties
regarding tools usage (“shared use”, “shared context”, and “shared tool”) and
discuss approaches to support collaborative tailoring in these scenarios. For the two
levels with the most intense ties (“Shared Context” and “Shared Tool”) we provide
the relevant theoretical background as well as empirical evidence from our own
fieldwork. Additionally, we point out existing problems with collaborative tailoring
support in “shared infrastructure” scenarios, which reflect the technological richness
at today’s workplace. Finally, it turns out that there is a need as well as an
opportunity for a broader technological support of processes of technology
appropriation including better means of communicating and negotiating about
aspects of the joint use of a software artefact.
1. INTRODUCTION
More often than ever software is involved in the collaboration of computer users
in offices. Thus, the way a software product is implemented, configured, and used
influences the collaborative work of these users. In this chapter we describe
approaches to support end-users in collaboratively finding and implementing tool
configurations that are adequate for their form and intensity of collaboration.
“Tailoring” has been defined by Henderson and Kyng (1992) as ”changing stable
aspects of an artefact” and distinguished from use as persistent manipulations that
are not “being made to the subject matter of a tool” (e.g. a text), but “to the tool
itself” 1 . Traditionally, approaches to improve the “Tailorability” (Trigg et al. 1987,
Henderson and Kyng 1992) of software artefacts address the improvement of the
necessary artefact flexibility (e.g. Malone et al. 1992, Stiemerling and Cremers
2000). But offering the necessary flexibility to make tools fit diverse and changing
work contexts is only the first step of offering support. A deeper understanding of
1

We use the terms “configuration” and “tailoring” synonymously, but with the former having a more
technology-related notion, in contrast to the latter having a more socio-technical notion.
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the role tailoring plays in the appropriation processes of individuals, groups and
organisations has lead to new ideas to also support tailoring as an activity within the
tailored artefacts. Being aware of the organizational aspects of tailoring activities we
explore opportunities to support these activities with additional functions.
Especially longitudinal studies of groupware systems (Karsten and Jones 1998,
Pipek and Wulf 1999, Törpel et al. 2003) show that tailoring an application is only
the technological condensation of an individual or social activity of designing a
work setting for performing a certain task. In line with earlier experiences
(Stallmann 1981, Malone et al. 1988, Mackay 1990) they show that tailoring
activities often involve user-user interaction and collaboration. So, the “individual”
decision how to tailor an artefact is to a certain extent always also social, since large
parts of the knowledge used in the decision processes usually have been acquired
through social interaction (e.g. knowledge on the capabilities of computers and
tools, knowledge on the task the tool should serve in, etc.). So there is always a
notion of cooperation in a tailoring activity, as it is in every activity of technology
appropriation processes.
This general consideration of the sociality of tailoring processes has to be
concretized to discuss possible opportunities for offering technical support for
collaborative tailoring. To discuss existing approaches as well as new challenges, it
is necessary to give some structure to support scenarios. In the next section, we
develop four scenarios of collaborative tailoring that guide us through our
discussions in this chapter. Focusing on technical support for particularly
collaborative tailoring we will concentrate our discussion on those scenarios that
show the biggest need for collaboration support. We close this chapter by describing
new challenges for collaborative tailoring at modern workplaces and discuss
extensions of tailoring interfaces to support the appropriation of groupware
technologies in a broader sense.
2. THE COLLABORATIVE DIMENSION OF TAILORING ACTIVITIES
What are the important aspects that motivate or even enforce cooperation in
tailoring activities? Abstract perspectives on tailoring functionality have usually
been dominated by distinguishing different tasks and complexity levels of tailoring
interfaces (Henderson and Kyng 1991, Mørch 1997).
In the literature on tailorability collaborative aspects have been mentioned at
several occasions since the early 1980ies. Already Stallman (1981) reports that users
not only think of small changes and try them, but also pass them over to other users.
Mackay (1990) researched how people actively shared their tailoring files with each
other. Oberquelle (1994) proposes a classification of groupware tailoring
distinguishing tailoring actors, who can be individuals or a group, from persons
affected by a tailoring activity, who can again be individuals or a group (see Figure
1). This can also be used to classify collaborative tailoring. Different aspects and
intensities of collaborative tailoring of a single-user software product and of
groupware fit in the resulting four categories:
– Individualisation: individuals tailor for themselves and are the only ones affected
by the tailoring activity – e. g. individual keyboard shortcuts or the window
layout of an individual email client;
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– Tailoring effective for group: individuals can tailor for a whole group who then
agree or are obliged to use the tailoring files – e. g. a system administrator or
expert user provides a letterhead to be used by the group;
– Individualization supported by group: a group can tailor synchronously or
asynchronously for its members to use and change the tailoring file - e. g. several
persons work on collection of macros that individuals can use;
– Group tailoring: a group can tailor synchronously or asynchronously and its
members agree or are obliged to use the tailoring files – e. g. several persons
work on the introduction of semi-structured email templates valid for the whole
group.

Figure 1. Classification of Collaborative Tailoring (Kahler 2001b, following
Oberquelle 1994))
The strict borders between the four different categories mentioned blur when we
try to apply them to practical examples (cf. Kahler 2001b, p. 28). It is not easy to
locate the different accountabilities in the process that lead to a tailoring activity and
in the process of the tailoring activity itself. While it is usually clear who actually
worked with the tailoring interface of an application, it is not clear whose
assumptions, ideas and decisions influenced a new tool configuration. For that
reason, and since our focus is on discussing technological support for tailoring, we
would like to follow a classification that aims at differentiating the field along the
interests and technological ties that bind users together in the process of
collaborative tailoring. These are, in our eyes, motivated by the organizational
context of the users as well as by the architectural properties of the application to
tailor. We believe that it is useful to distinguish four levels of ties that bind users
together and motivate cooperation regarding the (re-)configuration of tools.
2.1 Tailoring in “Shared Use” scenarios
On the first level it is the tool usage itself that serves as a common denominator
for cooperation. Users can be perceived as a “Community of Interest” regarding the
usage of a tool. Tasks and activities may be related to acquiring knowledge about
aspects of tailoring covering possible tool configurations as well as alternatives for
tool replacement (cf. Stallman 1981, Robertson 1998, Kahler 2001b). The common
task of individualization of the tool is performed individually, but the existence and
liveliness of user forums on single-user-applications (e.g. text processors) on the
web indicate the social dimension of the task (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Collaboration in "Shared Use" scenarios
Almost any office application can be considered as an example in this category.
If we look a common modern text processor, we usually find support for several
tasks in the document types and functions it offers (Text, Thesis, web page, circular
letter, etc.) and for several use situations (e.g. language contexts). Configurations
affect how these functions modify the document (e.g. the automated spell checking
function) or how it is being presented to the user. Though software producers
usually offer manuals and training support, existence and use of several newsgroups
and web discussion fora for some text processors show that users are aware of other
users and their expertise. The problems encountered when trying a new task are
solved by discussing possible changes with other users (Mackay 1990).
2.2 Tailoring in “Shared Context” scenarios
The interdependencies between different users and their usage of tools increase
dramatically if the users collaborate. Both, a shared task as well as a shared
organisational context, add new dimensions even to configuring single-user tools. A
standardisation of tool configurations may lower costs of computer administration
and ease tool-related communication among users in an organisation. Collaborating
on a common task may require an agreement on tool versions and technological
standards (e.g. file formats to use) among the users involved (even beyond
organisational borders). In general, tool configurations of one user may have effects
on the work of other users as well. Social interaction regarding tool configurations in
these settings is more focussed and the shared context may support these
interactions. Robertson (1998) described the occurrence of “tailoring cultures” in
small design companies. So, these settings do both, they pose new requirements as
well as offering new options for the technical support of tailoring. We call these
settings “Shared Context” scenarios when we address technical support for
collaborative tailoring (see also Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Collaboration in "Shared Context" scenarios
If we again consider the use of a text processor in an organization, we find use
patterns where configuration settings are being passed around because users are
sufficiently familiar with each other’s tasks and their similarities (Kahler 2000).
Tailoring can be delegated to other users that have similar tasks, and the results are
used without necessarily having to understand how tailoring has been done. A
shared task forces users to agree on some aspects, e.g. document formats and
naming conventions for the documents produced. However, users are basically still
free in deciding on the configuration of their own text processor instance. They have
to perform the tailoring individually at their own workstation, even if it is only
following tailoring instructions of other users.
2.3 Tailoring in “Shared Tool” scenarios
In settings where a groupware tool is used for collaboration, it results in even
stronger interdependencies (e.g. Pipek and Wulf 1999) of configuration decisions,
and there are cases where for technical reasons there can be only one valid
configuration (see below) for a group of users. In these cases, after an agreement on
the desired tool configuration is achieved, it is impossible or disadvantageous to
deviate from the common ground found, and the decision of individuals to disagree
may deny them tool usage at all. The ties between the users are even stronger, and
call for a collaborative solution for the tailoring process itself. We will address this
context of technical support for collaborative tailoring as a “Shared Tool” scenario
(see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Collaboration in "Shared Tool" scenarios
An example of a “Collaborative Tool” scenario is the configuration of access
rights for the shared workspaces of a groupware. There can only be one set of access
rights of a workspace, so the structure of the workspace and the visibility of
documents it contains will be configured for all groupware users. In this case, users
have to agree on the configurations appropriate for the necessities of collaboration as
well as for the protection of privacy. We will later refer to another example with
similar dynamics.
2.4 Tailoring in “Shared Infrastructure” scenarios
To catch the dynamics of modern workplaces it is necessary to extend the notion
of the interdependencies described above also to tool “infrastructures” (Robertson
1998, Dourish 1999, Dourish and Edwards 2000, Dittrich et al. 2002, Hansson et al.
2003), where similar situations occur when separate but tightly interwoven tools and
technologies are being used (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Collaboration in "Shared Infrastructure" scenarios
We can illustrate that with an example from our project practice: In an IT
consultancy the decision to share contact information using the “LDAP” standard
required an update of a Personal Information Management software. In this update,
the designers of the tool have decided to change the default standard for address
information exchange from the Electronic Business Card Standard “VCF 2.1” to
version 3.0. Parts of the consultancy were involved in a research network where
members shared contact information by storing “.vcf”-files in a shared directory,
and suddenly the newest addresses from a central repository for Electronic Business
Cards were not readable for some of the users. With the practices of sharing contact
information via the LDAP protocol and of depositing VCF-files in a shared directory
of a local network the users involved in both contexts introduced a hidden
dependency into their work environment. In these “Shared Infrastructure” scenarios,
dynamics similar to “Collaborative tool” settings can be encountered, but the
dependencies are less obvious to users. These problems often occur because
purchase of applications is a relatively uninformed decision where the applications’
capabilities are more important than its dependencies, important future requirements
are not anticipated and there is a lack of knowledge on the applications
accountabilities (cf. Dourish 1997).
We now want to discuss different options to support the settings of tailoring that
we sketched here.
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3. SUPPORT FOR COLLABORATIVE TAILORING IN “SHARED USE”
SCENARIOS
“Shared Use” scenarios are those in which the users have the weakest ties; they
may only share a common interest into a software artefact and its tailoring options.
In contrast to “Shared Context” scenarios there may be no shared culture of usage or
task congruency among the potential collaborators. There may be large variations of
user interests regarding certain features of an application over space and time. A
specific shared technological infrastructure can usually not be assumed beyond the
basic Internet services (E-Mail, WWW, etc.). Consequently, there are only limited
opportunities for a systematic support of collaboration in tailoring.
However, the emergence of tool-related discussion fora (partly initiated by the
manufacturers themselves, e.g. Apple 2 and Microsoft 3 ) on the web shows us that
there is a solid baseline for support concepts in the idea of providing communication
facilities for all kinds of tool-related problems. Similar positive experiences with
newsgroups have also been reported in several studies (Mackay 1990, Okamura et
al. 1994).
Taking the need of communication about tools seriously, two aspects of the
tailoring discussion should be highlighted. The first aspect is the need for tailoring
objectifications (Henderson and Kyng 1991) as the entities that provide a
meaningful closed subset of the possible manipulations of the software. It is also
important to provide some kind of “tool ontology”, names for these objectifications
that may represent their meaning. Aside from using language, appropriate graphical
representations of the applications and the tailoring interfaces are also helpful. As a
second aspect, the provision of easy access to these virtual meeting places is also
important. Today, this requirement is often covered by providing links to these web
pages in the applications themselves.
A number of experiences and conceptual work have been published regarding
organisational and conceptual support for sharing tailoring experiences in “Shared
Use” scenarios. Hansson et al. (2003) and
4. SUPPORT FOR COLLABORATIVE TAILORING IN “SHARED CONTEXT”
SCENARIOS
In this section we describe several aspects and approaches and one in-depth
example for tailoring support in “Shared Context” scenarios. This is meant to clarify
the qualitative difference of “Shared Context” scenarios as compared to “Shared
Use” scenarios and how this new quality can be met by technical and organizational
means.
4.1 Aspects and Approaches for “Shared Context” Scenarios
In “Shared Context” scenarios, of course all aspects described for “Shared Use”
scenarios also apply. But with the shared user context, be it an organization or a
2
3

http://discussions.info.apple.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/communities/default.mspx
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shared project, additional dynamics evolve. A culture of collaboration is established
between separate users, a fact that brings new dependencies as well as new options
(e.g. the delegation of tailoring activities to colleagues).
4.1.1 Requesting and sharing ideas for Tailoring
Mackay (1990) did one of the first larger studies on the role of collaboration in
tailoring activities. The study was conducted at two research sites. At the first site,
18 people using Information Lens (Malone et al. 1988) to tailor the management of
their emails were observed over a period of three or more months. This included
several interviews per participant and the collection of automatically gathered data.
Mackay reports that several people shared Information Lens rules (i.e. text files
containing information about the filtering of mails), including two managersecretary teams who used the rules to support a standard form of communication. At
the second site, a group of 51 users on a common project sharing Unix tailoring files
were observed over a period of four months. The data gathered stem from one or
more interviews per user and also included copies of their tailoring files. More than
three-quarters of the participants received tailoring files from others since they had
joined the project.
Depending on the job category (e. g. Manager, Secretary or Application
Programmer) the different groups borrow and lend files with different intensity and
have a different percentage (0% to 38%) of translators. To Mackay these are persons
who actively share their files and talk to the recipients of the files. She concludes
both cases by criticizing that staff members are often not rewarded for sharing
tailoring files and requests that tailorable software should provide the ability to
browse through others’ useful ideas and that it should include better mechanisms for
sharing customisations which then may serve to establish technical or procedural
standard patterns.
4.1.2 The importance of Expert Users
The role of a local expert was also highlighted by Gantt & Nardi (1992) who
describe what they call patterns of cooperation among CAD users. They studied the
use of a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system by conducting in-depth interviews
with 24 informants and collecting and analysing the informants’ CAD artefacts.
They distinguish between local developers who write macros, programs and scripts
and help end users in tailoring on one hand, and on the other hand gardeners as a
sub-group of local developers. With gardeners, the informal position of a local
developer has evolved into a formal or semi-formal position. They are responsible
for writing and disseminating standard macros and programs at the corporate and
department level. Usually, a gardener has both domain and computer knowledge and
often starts from the domain side and then acquires the necessary computer
expertise. Gantt & Nardi support the contention that the activities of local experts
should be recognized and promoted since a local expert, and particularly a gardener,
can save the organization’s time and money by offering valuable resources, like
macros and programs to the entire group. They admit, however, that it may be
difficult to find a person with the right combination of technical and social skills.
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Nardi & Miller (1991) report that spreadsheets offer strong support for
cooperative development of applications. They present results from an in-depthstudy where they conclude that spreadsheet co-development is the rule rather than
the exception and that spreadsheets support the sharing of both programming and
domain expertise. For spreadsheet applications it can be argued that using and
tailoring them are closer together than for many other applications, since their usage
- in the sense that you just put in numbers and calculate something - implies the
prior work of defining code behind the spreadsheet’s cells which is responsible for
the calculation. This is usually done by persons who have domain knowledge and, as
Nardi & Miller note, usually done cooperatively. Considering the fact that more and
more off-the-shelf software needs tailoring and offers mechanisms for it, the
presented results encourage the tighter integration of using and tailoring.
4.1.3 Tailoring between differentiation and standardization of tools
Contrary to a criticism voiced often, tailoring must not necessarily lead to an
abundance of confusing individual configurations but may also help good solutions
to become standards. Trigg & Bødker (1994) found an emerging systematisation of
collaborative tailoring efforts in a government agency. In their study, they examined
the tailoring of word processors performed by four persons in a Danish
administration over a year. Tailoring at their organization mainly means customizing
the word processors button panels, macros, and standard forms. Trigg & Bødker
explicitly distinguish tailoring from programming, since the latter moves from
analysis to design and then to realization, while the former basically consists of trial
and error where the starting point often is a personal solution that may become more
stable and then used by several people after a constructive process of small
improvements. They observed that tailoring is often a collaborative process where
the idea and the basic work is performed by the local developers who then pass on
their partial solution to the programmer for improvement. Also, the learning process
of tailors has distinctly collaborative character, as they ask each other and consider
themselves to be on a learning staircase trying to move upwards. Over the time, the
sharing of tailoring files had evolved from an opportunistic spreading where
someone heard about tailoring done by a colleague and copied their tailoring files to
a more systematic activity: ideas are conveyed to the local developers or the
programmer who then implement them. While it is often argued that tailoring leads
to an unmanageable abundance of individualized solutions, several aspects imply
that tailoring in this organization does rather have a standardizing effect. Standards
of particular text blocks and of macros and button panels that reflect the work
practice can be developed and widely used because the organization explicitly
supports individual and collaborative tailoring and the distribution of tailored files.
4.1.4 Technical Support of Collaborative Tailoring
Wasserschaff & Bentley (1997) describe how they supported collaboration
through tailoring by enhancing the BSCW Shared Workspace system, which is an
extension to a standard web server providing basic facilities for collaborative work.
It includes information sharing, document management, and event logging and
notification. They designed multi-user interfaces for the BSCW system, which allow
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users to take a certain view on the data in the shared workspace. These Tviews can
be added to the shared workspace as objects in their own right, so others may take
them individually, use them, and modify them in the same way as documents and
folders.
In their Buttons system MacLean et al. (1990) explicitly supported the sending of
tailored files via email. They observed that via this opportunity, small improvements
easily diffused throughout the user community and that a high amount of tailoring
could be done by “begging, stealing or borrowing” (p. 178) appropriate buttons.
Moreover, users often took buttons they had obtained from others as a basis to do
some tailoring of their own by adding or changing something. MacLean et al.
propose that the two possibilities to make systems more tailorable for workers are to
make the tailoring mechanisms accessible and to make tailoring a community effort.
After a while the users did not only share buttons with others but also over time
appropriated buttons and started to perceive them as personal and positive. The
notion of the importance of a community of people who tailor is supported by Carter
& Henderson (1990). Based on their experiences with the Buttons system they claim
that a Tailoring Culture is essential to the effective use of a tailorable technology.
Carter & Henderson conclude that (p. 113) “tailorability is a relationship to rather
than a property of technology. Tailorability addresses how technology fits into an
organisation and how groups and individuals make use of it.“
The aforementioned examples stress that collaborative tailoring does not only
occur among groupware users, but also in groups of users using the same software
and thus being able to profit from the fact that this software is tailorable and that
tailoring files may be exchangeable. Particularly the fact that more and more
computers are connected to a local or wide area network creates the infrastructure to
exchange tailoring files even of single user applications easily through the network.
Therefore, the boundaries between collaborative tailoring of a single-user software
product and a groupware become fuzzy (see also “Shared Infrastructure” scenario).
We now look closer at one of our prototypes that captures these dynamics.
4.2 Collaborative Tailoring of a Word Processor
Generic single user applications usually do not provide support to share tailoring
files among its users. However, they are often tailored collaboratively. As described
above there are several positive experiences with the sharing of tailoring files of
single user applications, like word processors or spreadsheets. To support such
collaborative aspects of tailoring single user applications, an extension to a common
off-the-shelf software product that should allow the exchange of tailoring files was
to be developed. In order to get a deeper understanding of how people collaborate in
tailoring a word processor we conducted a field study. The result of the study was a
number of different collaborative tailoring use situations focusing on the exchange
of document templates and toolbars. Based on an analysis of these use situations we
implemented a tool, which provided collaborative tailoring functionality as
“Microsoft Word” extension (Kahler 2001a).
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4.2.1 Setting
To learn about users’ habits and to inspire the design, we carried out a qualitative
field study with users of Microsoft Word. 11 semi-structured interviews with users
from 4 different fields were conducted (public administration, private company,
research institute and home users).
The interviews took between 20 and 120 minutes with an average of about 45
minutes. Depending on their field of application the interviewees reported about
differences in the extent and the way tailoring is seen as a collaborative activity. To
give an impression of this variety and to motivate the design, we will present the
main statements of the interviewees concerning collaborative tailoring.
Use Situation I: Central Repository for Standardized Forms.
One group of persons interviewed were two system administrators and two
researchers from a German national research institution.
The interviewees reported about little collaborative tailoring activities since their
tasks are rather individualized. Nevertheless the organization uses an intranet to
provide certain document templates in a standardized manner. These templates are
created and updated by a central organizational unit. All the other users can just
copy these templates. Ideas for new forms have to be proposed to that unit.
Use Situation II: Collaborative Tailoring and Organization-Wide Distribution.
Four of the interviewees were working for the representative body of a German
state in the federal capital. The organization had been equipped with generally
available desktop computers about three years before the interviews were made.
All of the interviewees reported about a rather intense exchange of adaptations.
One of the employees from the administration site reported how she created a
document template together with a colleague. Both of them carried out parts of the
whole job. Then she put her part of the template on a disk and carried it to her
colleague who pasted the parts together.
To make document templates publicly available, the representative body used the
groupware system whose functionality offered shared workspaces to exchange
documents. To publish newly created document templates within the whole
organization, a specific workspace was used. Because several of the employees
suffered from lacking computer skills, the right to change these templates or to add
in new templates was reserved to the system administrator. The templates were seen
rather as a collective resource than as a means to enforce organizational standards.
Use Situation III: Shared Document Templates and Notification of Users.
An experienced user working in the marketing division of a car-manufacturer
described how he had implemented department-wide standards for presenting
certain data by means of tables. Before, everybody in ”his” department had used his
own mode to create these tables. He started to standardize the layout of these tables
by creating a first template containing some macros. He then discussed it with his
colleagues. Having found an agreement with them, he asked his boss for a final
approval. When everything was set up, the interviewee informed his colleagues
verbally about the location of the shared template on the LAN.
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Use Situation IV: Experience Transfer Among Insulated Home Users.
The interviewees working at home were two law students. They used their word
processor to work out law cases, which they had to deliver for getting certain credit
points. Each student has to write these papers almost every semester by himself.
The students reported about few collaborative tailoring activities. One of them
describes these rare occasions as follows. Occasionally when he meets other
students applying the same word processor he sees an unknown tailoring feature –
for instance a new toolbar. In such a case he asks how the feature has been
constructed. After receiving a demonstration he goes home and tries to repeat on his
own system what he has seen before.
4.2.2 From use scenarios to design requirements
While use situation IV (“Experience transfer among insulated home users) just
deals with experience transfer, use situations I to III are based on an exchange of
adaptations. In these use situations, this common use of adaptations is either
technically non-supported (exchange of floppy disks) or supported by tools, which
are realized apart from the word processor (intranet, LAN directory, groupware
application). Both of these solutions seem to be problematic because they require the
users to leave the application to acquire the adaptations. Therefore, it seems
worthwhile considering to integrate the support for collaborative tailoring into the
word processor’s functionality.
To design such an integrated support, the following considerations seem to be of
special importance. Depending on the state of a tailoring activity there are different
groups of users involved in carrying them out (e. g., use situation II - Collaborative
Tailoring and Organization-Wide Distribution). The extent to which adaptations are
reasonably shared obviously corresponds to the tasks that are supported by them.
Such a task can be specific to an individual (e. g., use situation IV - Experience
Transfer Among Insulated Home Users), a group or a department (e. g., use
situations II - Collaborative Tailoring and Organization-Wide Distribution -and III Shared Document Templates and Notification of Users) or even a whole
organization (use situation I - Central Repository for Standardized Forms).
Thus, support for collaborative tailoring should allow differentiating among
various groups of users when sharing adaptations. Sharing of adaptations can require
different mechanisms. There are obviously situations where mail support seems to
be appropriate to exchange adaptations. E.g., in cases an experienced user builds an
adaptation especially required by a user for the task at hand, a mail tool seems to be
the appropriate technical support for distribution. On the other hand, in case
adaptations by a specific user are not required instantly, a publicly accessible store
allows selecting among these adaptations at the moment required by the task at hand
(e. g., use situations I to III).
Finally there is a need to make users aware of the fact that somebody else has
produced an adaptation with relevance to them. An integrated tool to support sharing
of adaptations could provide additional awareness within the system.
Evaluating the use situations and summing up the results of the final discussion
with the interviewees, the following main requirements for the tool emerged. It
turned out that this empirical evidence is in line with theoretical and empirical work
described in the literature about tailorability:
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– Tight integration in the word processor application;
– Mechanisms for sharing, sending and receiving tailoring files
– A public store to provide a location to exchange tailoring files;
– Mailing mechanisms for users to be able to send tailoring files directly to
other single users and groups of users;

– A private workspace for tailoring files, that may be copies of files from the
public store or files received from others via the mailing mechanism;

– An awareness service that notifies users about modifications of tailoring files.
Consequently, the respective features were provided in a prototype as an
extension (“add-in”) to Microsoft Word implemented in Microsoft Visual Basic for
Applications. The features included sharing document templates and toolbars,
identifying tailoring files in shared workspaces by means of annotations and a
preview mode, and a notification service to inform users of the arrival of a new
tailoring file in their inbox.

Figure 6. The browser to share adaptations
Finally, a usability test of this add-in has been conducted by using the method
constructive interaction for testing collaborative systems - CITeCS (Kahler 2000).
4.2.3 Evaluation
The evaluation resulted in findings on different levels. Besides the need to
change the names of some buttons, all of the participants considered the possibility
to save, connect and distribute tailoring files to be very helpful for their work.
Although not all participants were expert users they were all able to use the tailoring
functionality and the sharing functionality. The overall usability of the tool was
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perceived to be good. The discussion following the tasks revealed that the
participants’ conceptual model of how the distribution of files worked was very
close to how we, the designers, had intended and implemented the distribution.
Besides the qualitative usability test a quantitative evaluation in which 32
persons participated was conducted (Kahler 2001a). The aim of this quantitative
evaluation was to find out how the option to send and receive tailoring files with the
extension performs in comparison to the sending mechanism already implemented in
Microsoft Word in the file menu. Letting the participants rank the different
solutions' abilities in sending and receiving revealed that the extension performed as
well as the built-in sending mechanism. Despite the fact that the extension was only
a prototype with the first version of the user interface the participants could
obviously detect the value in the strong integration and the enhanced functionality of
the extension.
The word processor case showed that even for single user applications
collaborative aspects of tailoring are an issue. It also showed that, with relatively
little effort, several important features for collaborative tailoring can be supported:
the word processor was already tailorable on several levels (choosing from
alternative behaviours, creating macros) and extensible by an add-in implemented in
Basic; most organizations have their computers connected and already support some
forms of shared workspaces. So the technology and infrastructure is mature enough
to connect people who tailor single user applications individually in order to be able
to introduce collaborative aspects. Moreover, the case showed how fuzzy the
borders between use and tailoring are: The tailoring files most interesting to the
word processor users were document templates, which are basically write-protected
documents. However, as templates they were considered to be tailoring files, since
they modified the functionality of the word processor in use, because the users could
start the word processor by double-clicking a template and immediately were able to
do their task of, say, writing a formal request.
4.2.4 Remaining problems and future extensions
Our results hint to the fact that a tool for sharing tailoring objects as described
may increase the frequency of tailoring activities. We assume that such a tool may
also serve as a medium that encourages groups to discuss group standards, e.g. for
letter templates that then can be shared. The systematization of customizations
(Trigg & Bødker 1994) resulting from a collaborative tailoring process would then
contribute to common norms and conventions needed for collaborative work (Wulf
1997).
Suggestions for the use of such a tool cannot be restricted to technical design
requirements but must include organizational suggestions as well. We are convinced
that the establishment of a ”gardener” (Nardi 1993) or ”translator” (Mackay 1990),
e.g. a local expert responsible for the coordination of tailoring activities, is a vital
part of tailoring measures in organizations.
Right now it seems that adaptations are most usefully applied in the
organizational context of their emergence supporting the tasks they are made for.
The sharing tool in its current form is most helpful for small work groups with a
rather similar work context.
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Our hypothesis about the technical and organizational scalability of such a tool is
that the model of public and private spaces and the distinction between creator and
user of the artefacts need to be enhanced to more than two levels when the group
size exceeds a certain limit. Like in shared workspaces for general purpose, a more
sophisticated access control model is needed (Pankoke & Syri 1997). Metainformation like annotations made by an adaptation’s creator may help to
compensate for part of a lacking context. If such a tool would allow distributing
adaptations worldwide, e.g. via the World Wide Web (WWW), one could even think
of supporting global teams or even establish widely accessible libraries for
adaptations. Whether this is, however, reasonable in the light of the poverty of
organizational and task context is unclear. How context could possibly be provided
and how large groups of participating contributors can be handled may be learned
from experiences in distributed software development. This is particularly
interesting when taking place without existence of a formal organization as in the
case of the distributed development of Linux and its components.
However, in our experience it is clear, that collaborative tailoring does not scale
easily. As always the question remains open how much administrative work the
participating individuals are willing to contribute for the benefit of a group or
organization and how much administrative effort is still reasonable to stay on the
profitable side of collaborative tailoring. More refined tools to measure this and
more refined categories to weigh the individual and group pains and gains against
each other are needed.
An alternative to a tool presented above is the embedding of such a mechanism
to exchange Microsoft Word related adaptations into a generic organizer of
adaptations belonging to different applications. This organizer could combine mail
mechanisms (or even be part of an email client) with the operating systems’
functionality for access rights or shared workspaces and an enhanced explanation
and commenting functionality.
5. SUPPORT FOR COLLABORATIVE TAILORING IN “SHARED TOOL”
SCENARIOS
We now describe different approaches for technological support of „Shared
Tool“ scenarios. Again, approaches for tailoring support in “Shared Use” or “Shared
Context” scenarios also apply here. But the necessity to agree on (parts of) a tool
configuration increases the interdependencies among users again and requires a
different kind of support. In the first part of this section we describe the relevant
aspects of several approaches towards collaborative tailoring in the context of
“Shared Tool” scenarios. In the second part we give an in-depth example for
supporting the collaborative design of a tool configuration.
5.1 Aspects and Approaches for “Shared Tool” Scenarios
We describe four approaches that cover also the collaborative dimension of
tailoring a shared tool, in most of these cases a Groupware application. All of these
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approaches highlight different aspects of the role of collaboration in tailoring. We
extend the discussion by describing one approach in more detail later.
5.1.1 Tailoring groupware as a collaborative design process
Oberquelle (1994) investigated tailoring as a collaborative design process and
proposed groupware support for several tasks within the tailoring process. He
identified five tasks:
– Discuss inadequacies: A groupware system could provide an opportunity for
“Meta-communication” to allow users to discuss inadequacies of the groupware
system.
– Conceptualize alternatives: With the acknowledged requirement of
“objectification” of tailoring alternatives given, this especially means to allow
users to choose between or model a tailoring alternative.
– Evaluate alternatives and decide: All users should participate in the evaluation
and the decision upon the tailoring task to process. The groupware system, with
its messaging capabilities, could support this.
– Implement the alternative chosen: Finally, the tailoring alternative chosen should
be implemented.
– Notify affected users: All users who are somehow affected by the tailoring
alternative chosen should be notified that the change has been implemented now.
Additionally, explanations of the “how” and “why” of tailoring can be given.
It is important to note that these task descriptions are not meant to be a model of
consecutive, clearly distinguishable phases. Since tailoring processes can become
quite complex regarding the functions modified in a tailoring activity, this would be
an inappropriate restriction of the processes’ flexibility. The ideas presented provide
a first weak process model of collaborative tailoring activities.
5.1.2 The “Meta-Design” perspective
The “Meta-Design”-philosophy is covered in an own chapter in this book (see
there). We now only want to relate to some of its aspects (described in Fischer and
Scharff 2000) that we consider important for collaborative tailoring. The baseline of
the argumentation is that most new technologies developed within the IT sector treat
the user more as a consumer than as an active participant in a technological setting.
Fischer and Scharff call for a notion of the user as an active (co-)designer of the
technological settings he works with. Several perspectives on developing adequate
design environments form the “Meta-design” philosophy. In this context, tailoring
has the notion of a design activity where several designers (professional developers
and users) are involved into designing the configuration of a tool. We point out
some aspects and experiences that are relevant for particularly collaborative tailoring
as an activity.
Fischer and Scharff stress the importance of domain orientation for design
environments. They should reflect the entities that form the design problem as well
as those relevant for describing possible solutions. In the design problem described,
this is the domain of urban planning and mass transportation. The domain
orientation does not only reflect in the concepts and abstractions used but also in
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their form: Tangible representations of the design problem result in more
appropriate opportunities for articulations by participants.
In the example domain these tangible representations also play an important role
for collaborative representations. Collaboratively developed representations are
important for developing both, an individual understanding of the concepts and
interests of others as well as a manifestation of the shared notions regarding the
design problem.
In a related paper, Fischer and Ostwald (2002) described the combination of an
action space with a reflection space as a basic useful architecture for collaborative
design (e.g. in Urban Planning). In a way this can be associated with collaborative
tools having a “use space” (the ordinary use interface) and a “tailoring space”
(where there could be room for reflection).
The special facet of the “Meta-Design” idea to support design communities
(instead of only individual designers) also is very relevant for collaborative tailoring.
This aspect stresses that the design activity (or tailoring activity) also comprises
secondary activities of learning, communicating and collaborating regarding issues
important in the design process. These are also important to support. Finally,
communities may provide a context of motivation and reward for participating in
design activities (“good community citizenship”).
While pointing out important directions to think about, many of the ideas have to
be concretized to be able to guide the development of support for collaborative
tailoring. Another important problem of the approach is that it mainly addresses
“big”, complex and separate design activities while tailoring activities are often
much smaller and tightly interwoven with the work practice of the users.
5.1.3 The “Cooperative Hypermedia Approach”
Wang and Haake (2000) present CHIPS, a hypermedia-based CSCW toolkit with
elaborated abstraction concepts (role models, process models, cooperation modes,
etc.) in a three-level modelling scheme (meta-model, model and instance) that
allows users to describe and tailor their cooperation scenarios. Generally based on
an open hyperlink structure the system is extendable on any modelling level and
thus should be able to support every cooperation scenario that may occur. In this
respect it is similar to CSCW toolkits earlier proposed by Dourish (1995) or Malone
et al. (1992).
Wang and Haake focus on the notion of tailoring as a collaborative activity. The
main example they use to present the toolkit is the collaborative development of a
work environment for a newly formed team. Their toolkit provides access rights
systems and discourse representation facilities oriented at the method of issue-based
information systems (IBIS, Rittel 1973, Conklin and Begemann 1988). The tailoring
activity is incrementally described and performed within the hypermedia system as
any other collaborative activity. In their example they use a weak process model
with the steps idea creation, discussion of alternatives, decision-making and
implementation that is similar to the ideas of Oberquelle (1994). The approach does
not explicitly implement this process but the tools (especially the model and instance
editors) are designed to facilitate that process.
In our eyes, the benefits of the approach are its openness, flexibility and
extensibility. Although they do not provide an example from a real application field,
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it is credible that the architecture would cover a large set of collaboration scenarios
and associated tailoring activities. The major drawback is that the cognitive costs for
end users to apply the approach are very high (it requires understanding the
modelling layers, the abstraction concepts and the tools). This might be acceptable
in complex or model-oriented work environments (e.g. software engineering), but
even then depending on the granularity of the modelled descriptions the work costs
of keeping the models up to date might well outweigh the perceived benefits.
5.1.4 Using “Multiple Representations” and “Application Units”
Mørch and Mehandijev (2000) aim explicitly at supporting tailoring as a
collaboration process between end users and professional software developers. They
see this as a long-term cooperation to continuously improve software artefacts and
develop concepts to support communication among the stakeholders involved in
these settings (designers and end users).
They propose to provide multiple representations of the software artefact as well
as the continuing design process and the design decisions taken so far. These
representations can, for example, represent code, or more abstract perspectives like
control flow diagram, design rationales or other documents produced in the context
of earlier tailoring/design processes. To provide a better overview they should be
grouped into application units that consist of representations of different abstraction
levels that belong to one aspect of the software’s functionality. These ideas have
been successfully tested in two cases, and proved to produce a higher transparency
within the process of continuous tailoring of an application. Mørch and Mehandijev
formulate the finding of appropriate representations for users with different
experience backgrounds and skill levels as an important open issue, a fact that also
shows in their example cases, where representations still orient much at
programming concepts.
5.1.5 “Lazy evaluation” of tailoring alternatives
The approaches presented before cover tailoring activities that take place before
the actual use situation occurs. As an important alternative, Wulf (1997, Wulf et al.
2001) described an approach of tailoring the access rights in a Groupware
application during the actual use situation. Consciously delaying the specification of
the access rights for every user or role in advance, the framework provides different
ways of negotiating access to a document by means of communication channels
between the requesting and the granting user. Contrary to the usual notion of
tailoring as producing persistent changes, these changes are temporary and can be
handled in very flexible ways. Implementation of these kinds of strategy
complements the conservative notion of tailoring and may be especially important
for settings where users with very heterogeneous interests share one tool, e.g.
communities or virtual organizations (Stevens and Wulf 2002).
5.2 Collaborative Tailoring as “Integrated Design by Discourse”
In our own approach we developed and implemented ideas similar to the
perspectives described above for the design of a tailoring environment for an
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awareness service of a Groupware. Our approach focused on supporting
articulations regarding the tailoring problem and embedding the necessary facilities
into the artefact itself. Aside from the sheer provision of discourse support we also
offer support for the tailoring activity as a design process. As this is typical for
“Shared Tool” scenarios, those users that are affected by the reconfiguration take the
“designer” role. Our approach is elaborating on and extending the tailoring facilities
of a full-strength industrial groupware product.
5.2.1 Tailoring as a collaborative design process
The basic idea is to support “meta-use” of the groupware features, to use these
features to (re-)design the groupware itself. Since the crucial aspect of the collaboration during the tailoring activity is the communication among the users affected,
we decided to draw on relevant experiences from the field of (collaborative)
software design.
Besides a notion of the tasks and their order within this design process (we rely
here on the descriptions by Oberquelle 1994, see also above), it is important to
consider the context the users are in when they want to tailor their application.
– In general, tailoring does not belong to the primary work task of users. Users can
only spend a very limited amount of time on the tailoring activities themselves
as well as building up the knowledge necessary for a qualified participation.
– Collaborative tailoring can be a task where group-inherent conflicts may occur.
It is necessary to not artificially restrict communications related to this task with
a formal process or discourse model (see also Shipman and Marshall 1999).
– Tailoring as a design task occurs at different degrees of maturity of an
organisations’ groupware infrastructure. There can be no general assumption on
the duration and perceived complexity of a tailoring activity.
In this example we further explore the solution space by drawing on earlier
experiences with technological support for software design processes. We then show
a prototypical implementation of a design environment for collaborative tailoring of
an event distribution service of a groupware.
5.2.2 Design Process Support in Software Engineering
With our example for collaborative tailoring in “Shared Tool” scenarios we tried
to relate to earlier support on Software Development Processes. Computer Science’s
process view on the task of software engineering has manifested in process models
as well as support concepts and tools (e.g. in Sommerville 2000). Some approaches
focus on “process enactment” (Dellen and Maurer 1996, Garg and Jazayeri 1996),
by modelling the process itself and keeping track of its state and the different design
decisions that have been made. These approaches are similar to computer support
for workflow management, resulting in similar models with (sub-) processes, roles
and (partial) products. The strong focus on detailed modelling results in a significant
overhead that makes these approaches attractive only for very complex design
processes with high quality requirements.
Other approaches focus on the documentation of the design decisions (“design
rationales”, Moran and Carroll 1996) and their dependencies. These approaches use
argumentations to document the different alternatives and the decisions made.
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Beyond only documenting the process, some of the argumentation-based approaches
also aimed at supporting the designer-designer interaction during a design process
(Fischer et al. 1996, Reeves and Shipman 1992).
Some of these approaches relate to the idea of Issue-Based Information Systems
(IBIS) proposed by Rittel (1972). In this concept to support the solution of complex
(“wicked”) problems he proposed the use of persistent structured conversations
using the speech acts “issue”, “position” (opinion on an issue) and “argument” (for
or against a position), which have defined relations. This concept has been
implemented and improved (Conklin and Begemann 1988, Gordon and
Karacapilidis 1997), but it has also been criticized for still being too formal to be
attractive for all problems and all user groups (Isenmann and Reuter 1995, Shipman
and Marshall 1999).
Some weaker-structured approaches do not support an explicit design process,
but offer support for conversations related to an artefact or its representation with
the goal of changing or commenting it. In the D3E-Environment of Sumner and
Shum (1998), discussion on a document is supported in a way that comments and
commented parts of the document always are visualized together, and the “Sticky
Chat” concept Churchill et al. (2000) developed for a widely-used text processor
supports persistent chats related to paragraphs of the text. Reeves and Shipman
(1992) supported artefact-centred communication for computer network design.
Mørch and Mehandijev (2000, see also above) also strengthen the necessity of
supporting user-designer communication regarding (aspects of) software artefacts.
All these approaches focus on the integration of discourse and issue representation,
and informed our approach in this respect.
5.2.3 Our case: Tailoring of a Groupware’s Awareness Service
Our case is a typical example of a “Shared Tool” scenario. The tailoring task we
want to support is the collaborative tailoring of an event notification service in a
groupware providing a usual set of functionality like shared workspaces, messaging
services and basic workflow support. The “Awareness Service” (Dourish and
Bellotti 1992) provides group awareness for members of distributed groups. Fuchs
(1998, Fuchs et al. 1996) implemented the concept of an “Awareness Pipeline” as a
means to control event flow and event visibility to match the needs for privacy as
well as for transparency in collaborative settings (Bellotti and Sellen 1993). In this
concept, the group conventions regulating these issues within and between
organisational units have to be tailored in a “Global filter” (that complements the
“Privacy” and “Interest” filters). The filters decide on event distribution as well as
event visualisation. While the tailoring of the privacy and the interest filter are
individual tasks, the tailoring of the global filter is a collaborative task.
We worked with the groupware application “DEC LinkWorks” used in the collaboration between a federal authority of Germany, and the related authority of one
German state. A more detailed description of this setting can be found in (Pipek and
Wulf 1999).
This tailoring context is a strong example where it is not appropriate if the users
were forced to delegate the design of tailoring alternatives to expert users. Since the
configuration of the awareness service is highly important for both, individual
privacy and joint collaboration needs, solutions of the tailoring problem should
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represent agreements negotiated among all group members. As a consequence, the
functionality and the problem we described are target of a collaborative design
process by their nature, not just because it is implemented in a way that makes
collaboration necessary.
5.2.4 Basic design goals for an environment for collaborative tailoring
Our basic guideline for supporting collaborative tailoring was to support tasks
and interactions related to the process, not to strongly enforce a pre-modelled design
process. From the research background on design processes and our perception of
the nature of tailoring activities we drew the following basic design decisions:
Support free articulation: Providing unrestricted means of communication within
the design process is necessary to address conflicts and other social issues. We
understood design as a targeted discourse process that concludes with a decision for
one design alternative.
Discourse-Artefact integration: Tailoring, as “design in context” should not be
conducted with separated tools. Our goal was to integrate the support for the
tailoring process into the application itself. Additionally, we tried to better integrate
the designed artefact into the discourse by supporting quotation of the relevant parts
of the groupware.
User-oriented tailoring: Since it is inherently inadequate to expect high levels of
dedication or expertise from the users regarding the tailoring activities, we decided
to slightly re-design the tailoring mechanisms implemented (e.g. providing menuguided tailoring, providing additional object-user-relations that users used when
speaking about awareness configuration), and to develop appropriate representations
of tailoring alternatives (e.g. natural language representations of rules).
Limit support complexity: To limit the perceived complexity of the tailoring
support we wanted to offer, we consciously decided against some support issues for
design process described in the literature that require formalization. We did not
structure the discourse in any way, and we did not implement extensive group
decision support functionality.
We developed a discourse-based approach to collaborative tailoring, in which the
collaborative tailoring process is embedded in a technically supported discourse
among the users of the groupware. New tailoring alternatives as well as their evaluations and further comments are introduced and visualized as discourse statements.
The discourse ends with a decision for a tailoring alternative. We describe some
details of these principles.
5.2.5 Supporting Discourse
Given our notion of a collaborative tailoring process as a goal-directed discourse
process, we believe that it is substantial to improve the usability of the technical support for the discourse. For the discourse process, it is important to provide at least
two views on the tailoring activity: a state-oriented view, representing the current
state of tailoring alternatives during the tailoring process, and a process-,
respectively discourse-oriented view, representing the discourse path which lead to
these alternatives. Both of these views should be available and should relate to each
other.
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In our case this means that actual and proposed conventions of the awareness
service should be visible and quotable, as should be the complete discourse around a
convention. Since conventions are only valid for the work groups or organizational
entities that decided for them, this structure also needs to be visualized in the tailoring tool. A feature we called “discourse awareness” helps users tracing
discussions they participated in. E.g. whenever someone comments on a tailoring
alternative they proposed or answers to one of their statements, they get notified.
5.2.6 End-User support for tailoring
The existing implementation of the awareness service allowed manipulating the
event flow with a predicate language that referred to entities represented in the
groupware (documents, containers, organizational entities, workflows, users, etc.)
and their properties. We extended the language and provided a new visualization of
the predicate rules. We undertook secondary analyses of protocols of interviews and
workshops conducted in our application field (regarding different issues of
Groupware usage) to see how users relate the groupware entities in their articulation.
This work resulted in additional predicates on perceived relations between
groupware entities (e.g. “X is owner of document Y”, “In workflow X, Y has
worked on the document Z before”). We also developed a natural language
representation for the conventions, respectively their realization as rules in a predicate language. This approach was inspired by similar work regarding the
representation of access rights in groupware (Stiemerling et al. 1997). This relates to
the idea of multiple representations (Mørch and Mehandijev 2000) as well as to the
necessity of domain-oriented languages (Fischer and Scharff 2000).
5.2.7 Supporting design activities
Several ideas to ease the management of tailoring activities as a process have
been implemented:
Tailoring awareness: Since tailoring usually does not belong to the users’
primary tasks, users cannot be expected to actively check whether there currently is
a tailoring process that affects them. Instead, a tailoring awareness service notifies
them and points them to the tailoring activity that might affect their work. This
could be done e.g. when a tailoring activity would alter configurations a user
explicitly agreed to within an earlier tailoring activity.
Another functionality for tailoring awareness is the detection of conflicts of the
individual configurations of the privacy and interest filters with the configurations of
the global filter can be used to detect the need for (re-) tailoring conventions. When
a conflict has been detected, users can choose to start a tailoring process.
Cooperative process administration: In deciding to provide means for a userdriven design process, it is also necessary to provide a user-driven process
administration. Relevant administrative aspects of the tailoring process are the
desired duration of the discourse and the decision procedure. Whether this “process
tailoring” should be delegated to some kind of facilitator role, or whether tools
should provide means for group decision (e.g. voting support) remained an open
question. Although we regard this issue as important, in our case the groupware
architecture, especially the inflexible access right model, restricted the
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implementation of these ideas. Certain functionalities necessary for this “metatailoring” required administrator privileges, and those could not be given to all users.
Therefore we only implemented support for a privileged facilitator.
5.2.8 Implementation and Evaluation
In the context of the work of Fuchs (1998) an event-based Awareness Service
had already been added to the groupware. It allowed the description of rules
regarding the filtering of events using a predicate language. This awareness engine
prototype was modified and extended. The filtering mechanism now bases on a
PROLOG interpreter instead of a proprietary “hard-coded” implementation of the
rules, and the user interface was redesigned completely to incorporate the new
features. At the user interface, the annotations and the discourse on rules and
conventions of the global filter are accessible at the same point where the other
filters of the awareness pipeline is accessible (see Uyar 2002 for details). The
implementation allows for a design of a conventions (convention proposals) guided
by different menus concerning all kinds of groupware entities (folder/document
types, user groups, workspaces, workflows, event types, temporal context, etc.). We
now describe our environment by a “walk-through” of a tailoring process.

Figure 7. Discourse and Quotation in the Tailoring environment
While configuring his privacy filter, John is being notified by the conflict
detection feature that his adjustments contradict a convention of an organizational
task force group on supply chain management he recently joined. He opens the
window for the global filter, and navigates through the organizational entities
modelled in the groupware to the new task force he just joined. There are two
conventions, but one only addresses the workflow functionality. Reading the
description of the other convention he finds out that the group inherited this
awareness conventions from the configuration of the department of the groups’
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workspace creator. Their practice is that all events concerning the documents in a
shared workspace of the type “strategic issues” should be observable by the whole
department. It is being explained that this is appropriate because documents in these
workspaces deal with important issues and that this convention is part of the
implementation of the company’s “Open Information Policy”. However, John is
used to a practice where not all events are observable, but only document creation
and document completion events. He does not feel comfortable with his colleagues
being able to observe each and every change he does to his documents. Additionally,
since this is a group working across department boundaries, it does not make sense
that all members of one department can observe the work while members from
different departments can’t. John tags the convention and clicks a button to add an
annotation.
John writes a comment about his opinion, quoting the natural language
representations of the two predicates he wants to be changed (see Fig. 7):
“Allow event forwarding
if receiver belongs to “Marketing”
and
if Event Type is anything
and
…”

Then he opens the window to add a convention proposal and designs the
convention, as he would like it to be. Other users may now add annotations to the
new thread, quoting from the original or the proposed convention.
Depending on their individual configurations, all members of the task force are
being notified that a tailoring process has begun that might affect them (e.g. a
message in the status line of the groupware application). They may then open the
tailoring environment to add own comments and proposals. Every time someone answers his comment, John is being notified, so that it is not necessary for him to
monitor the activities in the tailoring environment by himself.
Every member involved in the discussion can call for a vote on a convention
proposal. Depending on the configurations for the work group, the new convention
is accepted as soon as an absolute majority, a two-third majority or all members vote
for the proposal. If John does not succeed, he may delete his proposal anytime. After
the decision for a convention all group members are being notified. This way, all of
the tasks we describe in section three have been supported.
In our approach, aspects regarding visibility and accessibility of conventions can
also be configured. Due to technical reasons, in our implementation only privileged
users or administrators may alter the rights for modifying or deleting a valid
convention, and for specifying the details of the decision procedure. For the same
reason, the actual implementation of a convention after the groups’ decision is also
left to a privileged user. However, these aspects are still to be addressed in more
detail in the future.
The design of the prototype was informed by about 25 interviews and workplace
observations in the application field (e.g. the tailoring language). Due to re-organizations, at the time of the completion of our prototype our application field was not
available anymore for a strong evaluation of our concepts in the work setting the
prototype was designed for. We could evaluate the prototype only regarding the
comprehensiveness of our concepts in a laboratory setting (using the “Heuristic
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Evaluation” method, Nielsen 1993) although with persons familiar with the original
field of application). Some observations are:
– The representation of rules in natural language helps, although it does not
significantly reduce the complexity of expressions necessary to achieve a desired
result.
– The discourse environment for comments can be used not only strictly related to
the design process, but also for more general questions regarding the awareness
feature. It can also contribute to a qualification of users.
– The “Quoting” functionality is considered helpful, although it is still problematic
to describe the actual problem with a (part of a) convention in words.
In general, the test users were able to orientate in the tailoring environment
appropriately.
Of course, this concept and its implementation are just one other experiment in
exploring possible solutions to support the continuous collaborative (re-) design of
shared software artefacts. We will later describe a notion of opening the discussion
of (collaborative) tailoring to support the appropriation of technologies in many
different ways.
6. COLLABORATIVE TAILORING OF AND IN “SHARED
INFRASTRUCTURES”
We now move to areas of the discussion where we still find more challenges
than solutions. In the preceding parts of this chapter we could draw from a rich
variety of studies and concepts that have been published in CSCW research.
However, the technological solutions that have been developed share one aspect: a
typical tailoring activity is supposed to cover one tool or service. But this is not an
appropriate perspective on current work environments, today the different services
and technologies needed and used to establish computer-supported environments for
cooperation can be almost arbitrarily distributed between operating system
platforms, middleware applications, groupware applications and single-userapplications. With the emergence of more and more fragmented work environments
(Virtual Communities, Virtual Organisations, Freelancer Networks, etc.), and the
development of new technologies “beyond the Desktop” (Personal Digital
Assistants, Mobile Phones, Wearable Computing, Ubiquitous Computing, etc.) the
complexity of the technological infrastructure used for intra- and interorganizational collaboration is likely to further increase (see illustrating cases e.g. in
Robertson 1998, Dittrich et al. 2002, Törpel et al. 2003). Regarding the scope of
tailoring activities this means that there may be more than one tool or service to
tailor to reach a desired state of the technological environment. But, as the example
we used for “Shared Infrastructures” in the beginning of this chapter illustrates,
there are also more and hidden dependencies between different artefacts. We are
aware that part of the approaches that we described before can contribute to support
for collaborative tailoring for part of the scenario we now look at. But first we
should look at some special aspects of the “Shared Infrastructure” scenario.
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6.1 The notion of “Inner” and “Outer” Tailorability
Similar to the support concepts, also the general discussion of “tailorability” as a
property of an artefact does not reflect the interdependencies with the
(technological) context it is used in. It is useful to widen the perspective in the
context of our discussion.
The considerations on tailoring described above assumed software artefacts
(especially groupware tools) as the technologies to provide support for continuing
design in use. In our setting we consider mixed reality environments that may
provide a rich variety of hardware and software artefacts, input and output devices.
We now try to frame our discussion on tailoring for this kind of settings.
From a user’s perspective, all that matters for perceiving an IT artefact as helpful
is whether or not the technology provides the use or functionality the user wanted.
Maybe it is provided in a straightforward way, maybe the desired behaviour of the
technology can be achieved through tailoring it. If this is not possible, there may be
another technology that serves the user better. This competition of technologies
leads to use environments that contain different technologies or even technology
fragments (in terms of only partial use of the functionality available). A new,
complex image manipulation software product may be only used to remove the “red
eyes” effect off a digital photograph. Maybe adding an annotation to it will be done
using a presentation software product, and the resulting file will then be sent out to a
relative with an email client – all this in spite of the fact that the image manipulation
software initially used would have been able to support all three tasks described.
Established technology usages may be only partially abandoned in favour of new
technologies. The use of different fragmented technologies has been found in several
organisational settings (Robertson 1998, Dittrich et al. 2002, Törpel et al. 2003).
This use pattern lets us derive two kinds of tailorability. The “inner” tailorability
addresses the flexibility and ease of manipulation of a tool or device itself to fit
different use scenarios. This is the notion of tailorability that was part of most of the
work described above. The use scenario with the image manipulation software
requires something different that we refer to as “outer” tailorability: A technology
has to be prepared for working together with other, even competing technologies to
enable users to tailor their work environment by selecting and combining (partial)
technologies. Technically technologies can achieve that by referring to a common,
shared technological background that is – for desktop applications – usually
provided by the operating system (e.g. providing a file system and a directory
structure, or support for a software installation procedure), but also comprises
standardized protocols (e.g. SQL, OLE), “common” hardware configurations (e.g.
PCs being able to display graphics with a certain resolution) and a functionality
composition and representation that shows the technology is aware of the fact that it
may be used only partially or that it may be even replaced (Pipek and Wulf 1999
show an example for a lack of that awareness). Even more, a technology may have
to refer to “softer” standards like usability standards (e.g. interface items like
checkboxes or drop-down menus) or established use patterns (e.g. copy-pastefunctionality) to achieve “outer” tailorability. Additionally, concepts for the support
for collaborative tailoring have to become also aware of “outer” tailorability issues.
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6.2 Infrastructure reconsidered
Traditionally, tailoring activities have been seen connected with the
organizational change in a work setting. But our notion of infrastructures and
technology interdependencies indicates that the complexity of the technological
environment may also require tailoring activities to just maintain current work
practice in changing technological contexts. This “Maintenance Tailoring” has
previously been observed in workplace settings on an individual level, e.g. when
users tried to re-configure an application after an update to provide the “old”
application behaviour (Mackay 1990).
In this context, it is helpful to take into account another notion of
“infrastructure”, beyond just being a set of interconnected tools, technologies and
devices. Star and Bowker (2002) describe infrastructure as something “in the
background”, that “runs underneath other structures”, something that we rely on
without paying much attention to it. But in the case of a breakdown it comes “into
the foreground”, we suddenly notice its importance, and the correction of the
breakdown may become a comparatively urgent issue. Star and Bowker also stress
that there has to be some stability and standardization to allow a perception of an
infrastructure as supportive. Some of the approaches we described above relied on
this requirement, and were able to support the tailoring of sets of heterogeneous
tools, but only if the tools have been developed within a specific framework (e.g.
Wang and Haake 2000). However, cases from several virtual organizations showed
there are also strong dynamics that work against standardization (Törpel et al. 2003,
Karasti and Baker 2004). For current developments in the field of distributed
computing, like application service providing, web services and grid computing
(Foster and Kesselmann 1999), this observation should be taken into account.
For the field of collaborative tailoring, the hidden dependencies and the possible
perceived urgency of detecting and correcting infrastructure breakdowns just to
maintain the current work setting pose new challenges that can be illustrated by
some questions:
– How do I know what part of my infrastructure did change and caused the
breakdown? Who did the re-configuration that was responsible for that? How do
I tell that it was someone else’s tailoring activity, not an accident (e.g. power
failure) that caused the breakdown? How can I react without negotiation in case
the reconstitution of my infrastructure is urgent?
– How do I know who will be influenced by my tailoring activity? How do I
negotiate about possible re-configurations of my tools/devices?
One possible way to answer these questions would be to use metadata on the
applications and devices that reflect its capabilities regarding inner and outer
tailorability. Once created, the resulting system of representations may be the
foundation for new approaches to support collaborative tailoring.
6.3 Potentials for supporting collaborative tailoring
One of the key features of the approaches for collaborative tailoring we
described in the preceding sections is the use of representations of applications and
tailoring objectifications as a basis for computer-supported communication,
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distribution, discussion and negotiation processes. It was possible to develop and
describe concrete approaches because the scope of developing the tailoring support
was within one application, and so it was within the scope of the development of the
application itself. The developer of the application had complete control over the
functionality and the possible tailoring activities. Now, looking at tailoring “beyond
one tool”, the scope of possible application-relevant (and use-relevant) tailoring
activities goes beyond the scope of development of the application itself. This
situation still carries aspects of the “Shared Context” and “Shared Tool” scenarios,
but a “targeted” design of support for collaborative tailoring is not possible here. But
we can discuss the issue along these general notion of application representations on
the one hand and communication and collaboration facilities on the other.
There are obvious and simple ways to create representations of applications and
tailoring objectifications using the screen capturing features of modern operating
systems to produce screenshots. However, depending on the interface design these
can be more or less useless to describe tailoring issues, and some aspects of an
application can’t be represented accordingly (e.g. its architecture or menu structure).
The use of video and/or animation would illustrate problems better (Baecker 2002),
but the application itself may also provide more sophisticated representations of
itself. It would be possible to draw on representations that have been made during
application development (similar to those described by Mørch and Mehandijev
2000, or in the context of “design rationale” systems in Moran and Carroll 1996).
Dourish (1997) discussed the idea of providing “computational representations” of
the behaviour of application components for users at the interface as well as for
other components to determine current activities of a component. Reaching the goal
to enable every application (component) to exactly represent its “area of
accountability” (e.g. a text processor is responsible for the spell check, but not for
problems with the file system) would actually also help to manifest and visualize
structure in “Shared Infrastructure” scenarios.
For communication and collaboration, levels of technology have to be used that
are accessible for all the actors involved. As in the concepts developed by Kahler
(2000), this is likely to be the traditional E-Mail infrastructure that can be found at
almost every modern workplace. Another interesting idea would be the
establishment of “Online Future Workshops” (following Jungk and Müllert 1996)
for the communication regarding the setup of a shared infrastructure, where a web
discussion forum could be used as a base technology.
7. FROM COLLABORATIVE TAILORING TO APPROPRIATION SUPPORT
For the final part of our discussion we want to take a step back and look at the
broader picture. Several long-term studies (Mackay 1990, MacLean et al. 1990,
Karsten and Jones 1998, Pipek and Wulf 1999, Törpel et al. 2003) pointed out that
the technologies used in organizations are tailored again and again to match the
changing user needs. Through the processes of familiarization, (re-) configuration
and usage the technology is appropriated, that means it is being transformed and
specialized from the more or less abstract notions of usage the technology designers
once imagined to be possible with it, to the concrete interests, meanings and
purposes of (a group of) users. In this process of appropriation, we see tailoring as
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the key activity, since every tailoring activity is in fact (at least partially) a rediscovery and re-invention of the practices that are possible with this technology.
Exploring the collaborative dimensions of tailoring is – in our eyes - also a starting
point for exploring the collaborative dimensions of technology appropriation, where
the main point is to not only understand a technology and its affordances, but to also
be able to develop and negotiate alternative scenarios in a group or organisation. The
provision of appropriate tailoring environments and technologies of flexibilisation
(e.g. component-based systems) is a technological prerequisite of appropriation
processes, but we now turn from a perspective of more or less “targeted” tailoring
activities to build an appropriate collaborative environment to “softer” tasks like
getting new ideas for a better practice, learning about technological options and
possible usages, and discussing and deciding on alternative scenarios (with
implementation being only a secondary interest). Can’t we do more in technology
design to support group appropriation processes?
Robinson (1993) described the “common artefact” and the characteristics that
afford its successful appropriation in order to inform the design of collaborative
software. For supporting the appropriation of technology in groups and
organisations, the concept of “double level language” is particularly valuable. It
distinguishes between two mutually supportive modalities of communication:
“implicit communication” in which the artefact (e.g. a distributed spreadsheet,
“Flight progress strips” used by air traffic controllers, a key rack at a hotel
reception) is a medium for communication (by transmitting the current state of work
activities or work results), and “explicit communication” (e.g. speech, ad-hoc notes),
in which the artefact is providing representations of work-related issues that can be
referred to. This suggests an understanding in which a collaborative technology or
tool is as well a medium for implicit communication as something that provides
reference points for explicit work-related communication. But in addition to that, the
discussions of collaborative tailoring above show that a collaborative technology can
also provide the means for explicit communication, can prepare to be the subject of
explicit communication (being a “work-related issue”) and can support implicit
communication regarding technology usage.
We pick up some aspects of the experiences discussed before to show that there
is more to think about along this line of thought. We do that together with
developing our notion of “appropriation activities”. We try to distinguish three
purposes of activities within appropriation processes, and discuss related issues and
concepts from the experiences we described.
7.1 Understanding technologies
By understanding we mean the discovery and aggregation of knowledge on the
basic principles and scopes of technologies (“This software is a text processor.”,
“Before you can use software, you have to switch the computer on.”, “If you can’t
save your text on a floppy disk, it may be write-protected, it may be not formatted,
your operating system is maybe occupied with doing something else, but it is not the
word processor that is causing the trouble.”, etc.). This kind of knowledge is
especially important for the case of breakdowns in the infrastructure. It is to some
extent a prerequisite of technology usage, but it is also very general knowledge.
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Dourish (1997) pointed out one possible direction of technological improvements to
support “understanding”. He discussed the intransparency of current technological
infrastructures and proposed to use behavioural descriptions of a technology (and its
subparts) as a complement of current architectural descriptions. The general goal is
to enable technologies to “understand” the behaviour of other technologies to be
able to orientate in a rich infrastructural setting. As a consequence they would also
be able to deliver a more precise picture of their capabilities and limitations to the
user.
Regarding collaborative aspects, we see this kind of knowledge being gained
mostly through “legitimate peripheral participation” in communities of people who
have and use this technology (cf. Wenger 1998). Because of the weak shared
interests of users, we consider similar to the situation in “Shared Use” scenarios, and
see similar (limited) opportunities for technological support.
7.2 Learning about a technology
With learning we want to refer to the acquisition of knowledge necessary to use
a technology according to the purposes that the technology designers embedded into
it. It means to learn about the menu structure and other navigation instruments, and
the functionality the technology offers. It also refers to learning about the means to
modify and tailor the technology.
Currently, small tutorials, help systems and “application wizards” support users
in learning about a software artefact together with non-computer-based means
(books, courses, etc.). However, there could be even more and better representations
of technologies using multimedia technology 4 and embedding it into the artefacts
themselves. Another idea would be to offer more different representations of the
artefact (e.g. behavioural descriptions). But, since learning as a “side effect” of
collaborative tailoring has been mentioned before (Wulf and Golombek 2001, Pipek
2003), we again regard the direct support of tool-related communication as a key
feature; and we could well imagine using concepts and experiences from the field of
Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning to further improve current tailoring
environments to better support appropriation.
Another important idea for a more active learning process was presented by
Wulf and Golombek (2001). They addressed the problem that the consequences of
tailoring activities are often not visible to the tailor. They suggested integrating
“sandboxes” into groupware tools that allow users to play with the tailoring interface
of a tool without actually changing something in their organizational context. These
“exploration environments” also presented the results of the exploratory tailoring
activities from the perspective of the users affected by it. Again, we could well
imagine additional benefit for appropriation processes if there would also be
collaborative exploration environments where users share the experience of
exploring the possible configurations of the technology they use.

4

It is interesting to observe that even in “Open Source” communities there are videos for explaining and
training tool usage (for example for the Content Management System “Typo3”:
http://typo3.org/1407.0.html).
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7.3 Sensemaking of technologies
Maybe the most important step of appropriation happens when users start to
answer the question: What can this technology do for me (us)? Usually this involves
considering current abilities, tasks, technologies and their usages, but also the
perceived value of the new technology at stake.
Several studies showed (Mackay 1990, Pipek and Wulf 1999) how a new
technology “diffused” into an organization. In a department of a federal authority
with approximately 25 staff members, the introduction of a groupware application
took about 18 months from the first user working with it until the last computer was
installed. Users discovered the value the new technology might have for them by
observing other users in the same organizational context (Pipek and Wulf 1999).
Making usages of a technology better observable, maybe within the technology
itself, could support this mechanism. Linton (2003) described a system for sharing
expertise on using a word processor. He tried to record and associate the “use traces”
(consecutive interface actions) of different users to give recommendations on tool
usage. This could also be interesting for just visualizing the practice of other users.
Complemented with additional communication facilities this might help a new user
to assess the perceived value of a technology for other users in similar use scenarios.
With the similar intent to allow users to “leave their traces” by enhancing their
information spaces, Dourish (2003) described a system that allowed flexible enduser extension of document metadata (“properties”) as well as attaching dynamic
behaviour through “active properties”. Dittrich (1998) suggested to explicate the
scenarios and assumptions that the designers had when developing the software in
order to enable the users to understand what the intended use of the software was
and what parts of these assumptions and scenarios apply to the current use situation
the user is in. Similarly to Morch and Mehandijev (2000) the idea relates to a
designer-user dialogue for sensemaking, but can easily be expanded to support the
user-user dialogue for sensemaking that we consider crucial to support technology
appropriation in organisations.
Reconsidering the “exploration environments” (Wulf and Golombek 2001)
mentioned above, we could also imagine using these environments to demonstrate
alternative use scenarios or technologies to a group of users. As a “test simulation”
they can be especially valuable if it is possible to map aspects of the real existing
work setting of the potential users.
7.4 Building “Communities of Technology Practice”
Concluding the discussion above, we want to develop a notion of technical
support for “Communities of technology practice” (following the concept of
“Community of practice” of Wenger (1998)). The ideas of understanding, learning
and observing technology-in-use can be consolidated in a concept of “inhabited
technology”, where environments for collaborative tailoring are extended to give
users a permanent presence within the technology, making the “tool” also a “place”.
It is still an open question, for which (levels of) technologies this is possible and
appropriate (see discussion on “Shared Infrastructures” above).
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Again, some of the approaches we described above focus on a perspective of
supporting “user-user” communication, which we consider most important for
appropriation support. Törpel et al. (2003) and Hansson et al. (2003) show example
settings in which that communication emerged, and changed technology design and
usage. The concepts and experiences developed for virtual communities, especially
regarding communication and the visualization of users and issues, can be exploited
to further enhance tailoring environments in that line of thought. Twidale and
Nichols (1998) showed an example for this support regarding the definition of
successful search queries for a library database system, although because of the lack
of persistence (of communication partners as well as “tailoring objects”) in that
solution their system follows neither the notion of “tailoring” nor the notion of
“community” we would like to establish here. But in their system design as well as
their evaluation they also stress the importance of adequate representations (which
are, in their case, visualisations of a query and the related search process of the
database system) of the system’s behaviour not only for understanding, but also for
communicating about a technology. Consequently, they also offer an embedded
support for user-user communication.
That perspective above should be complemented by experiences and concepts
published regarding the improvement of user-designer communication. Getting back
on the ideas of Fischer and Scharff (2000) on the alternating phases of proliferation
and consolidation (the “Seeding-Evolutionary Growth-Reseeding”-Model), a
concept that Törpel et al. (2003) also encountered in practice, and of Mørch and
Mehandijev (2000) on the need for a solid long-term collaboration between
technology designers, tailors and users, it would be also feasible to incorporate the
designers into this community. Hansson et al. (2003) showed an example of
combining methods from Participatory Design and Agile Software Development in
order to form a (non-virtual) “Community of Technology Practice” of software
providers and users. This would also change the context of tool development, and
complement the “technology push” of the designers with the “demand pull” of the
users. This is common practice in many Open Source Projects, where users can
request new features of software artefacts (e.g. the “requested features” on
http://sourceforge.net/), and has also be reported in commercial contexts (Dittrich et
al. 2002, Hansson et al. 2003). In that concept, the domains of traditional software
development, tailoring and Participatory Design, could find a shared manifestation
in technologies and technology development processes (see also Dittrich et al.
2002).
8. CONCLUSION
In this chapter we tried to capture the collaborative dimension of configuration
activities, and explored opportunities for technological support of collaboration in
tailoring activities. We distinguished four scenarios (“Shared Use”, “Shared
Context”, “Shared Tool” and “Shared Infrastructure”) with different intensities of
ties between the potentially collaborating users, and described existing approaches
as well as open research issues.
The general line of argumentation in the approaches was – in line with our own
beliefs – that every technology should be aware of the fact that it is subject to
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communication and negotiation. The approaches tried to cover this requirement not
only by offering the necessary granularity and flexibility to allow finely
differentiated alternatives, but also by providing representations that are helpful in
user-user communication and negotiation. Some also integrated communication
facilities into tailoring interfaces.
We pointed out, that especially “Shared Infrastructure” scenarios with their
heterogeneous, intertwined and interdependent mixes of technologies, still pose a
major challenge to research on tailorable systems.
In the final part of our discussion we suggested to take these approaches to
collaborative tailoring as a starting point for a broader technological support of
processes of technology appropriation. We suggested improving the safe
explorability of technologies and the visualizations of technology usage. But we
consider it most important to further improve the means of communicating and
negotiating (especially user-user contact, but also user-designer contact) on the basis
of these new ways to represent technology structures and use.
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